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1. Introduction     

In general, an electric power system includes a generating subsystem, a transmission 
subsystem and a distribution subsystem. Electric power systems may have minor 
differences between countries due to geographical factors, demand variances, regions and 
other reasons. The voltages and frequencies for consumers around the world are depending 
on their regions. The power grids typically transmit electricity in three levels of voltage 
which are HV (100,000 Volts upwards), MV (1000 Volts to 100,000 Volts) and LV (1 to 1000 
Volts). Fig. 1 shows the typical power production and distribution process. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Typical Power Production and Distribution Process 
Source: Programmable Logic Controller, Book edited by: Luiz Affonso Guedes,  

 ISBN 978-953-7619-63-3, pp. 170, January 2010, INTECH, Croatia, downloaded from SCIYO.COM
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The electricity production process begins with its generation in power plants. The generated 
electric power is supplied through step-up transformers to raise the voltage to HV of 
transmission voltage before it is transmitted by transmission lines to transformer 
substations.  
The substations reduce the transmission voltage via power transformer in Main Intake 
Distribution Substation (MIDS). MIDS is a node for terminating and reconfiguring 
transformers that step down the HV transmission voltage to Primary Distribution Voltage 
Level (PDVL). 
The power is distributed from the transformer substations to the electric distribution 

network via Main Switch Station (MSS). Basically MSS is a node for terminating and 

reconfiguring the PDVL line of many feeders consisting of substations. In areas where 

power needs to be delivered to consumers, the power transformers in the substation are 

used to convert or step down the HV into a much lower voltage. Each feeder of MSS consists 

of a few substations that stepped down to consumer voltage. Basically, the network 

configuration for the distribution system is a loop circuit arrangement and each feeder 

consists of substations separated into two parts by the NOP.   
 

 

Fig. 2. An Example of Distribution Substation 11/0.415 kV 

Most distribution systems are designed as either radial distribution system (Pabla, 2005) or 

loop distribution system. In some countries like Malaysia, the electrical connection of the 

substations is in the form of ring called “Ring (loop) Main Unit (RMU)”. RMU can be 

obtained by arranging a primary loop, which provides power from two feeders. Any section 

of the feeder can be isolated without interruption, and primary faults are reduced in 

duration to the time required to locate a fault and do the necessary switching to restore 

service. The connections are illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3. RMU connection 

 

Fig. 4. Distribution Substation 11/0.415 kV 

Substations serve as sources of energy supply for the local areas of distribution in which 
they are located. Their main functions are to receive energy transmitted at HV from the 
transmission lines, acted as nodal point from which the power or electricity can be changed 
or distributed from it to the other substations or consumers and provide facilities for 
switching. Substations are accessed by their incoming and outgoing switches connected by 
other substations and allow the fault point due to the substation which affects in the system 
that be isolated with switching method and the electricity remain supplied via other back up 
supply.  They provide points where safety devices may be installed to disconnect circuits or 
equipment in the event of trouble. Some substations are equipped with EFI in order to locate 
the fault point either from upstream or downstream.  

2. Low voltage distribution system     

The low voltage operating equipment and systems are susceptible to faults, malfunctions 
and human errors. The solution to those problems lies on how the knowledgeable people 
such as engineers handle and solve them in the best possible ways.  
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The application of Automation system is one of the best solutions to those problems. In this 
book, an application of automation system has been proposed and described applied into 
practical LV systems for the solution of these problems. 
However, the distribution systems have grown in an unplanned manner resulting in high 
system losses in addition to poor quality of supply. The other reasons are the lack of use of 
efficient tools for operational planning and advanced methodology for quick detection of 
fault, isolation of the faulty section and service restoration. Currently, fault detection, 
isolation and service restoration takes a long time causing the interruption of supply for a 
longer duration.  
SCADA can be used to handle the tasks which are currently handled by the people and can 
reduce frequency of periodic visit of technical personal substantially. SCADA is a process 
control system that enables a site operator to monitor and control processes that are 
distributed among various remote sites. The control functions are related to switching 
operations, such as switching a capacitor, or reconfiguring feeders. Once the fault location 
has been analyzed, the automatic function for fault isolation and supply restoration is 
executed. When the faulty line section is encountered, it is isolated, and the remaining 
sections are energized. This function directly impacts the customers as well as the system 
reliability. 
This research is to develop a state of the art technology which targets all types of LV systems 
and could be extended to lower voltage, medium voltage as well as higher voltage 
applications in electrical, electronic, communication and mechatronics engineering. 
In the early stage of introduction, distribution control technologies have lagged behind if 
compared with advances in generation and transmission controls.  
In Korea, the general structure of 154kV distribution substations using GIS standard. One 
distribution substation is composed of fixed devices such as a few transmission lines, 154kV 
double buses, two to four of 154kV/22.9kV main transformers, 22.9kV double structured 
distribution bus, many distribution lines, and switching devices like CBs and line switches 
(Lee & Park, 1996). 
The fault point isolation is also based on the operation of corresponding relays and CBs but 
the switching operation is done manually by the operators. KEPCO has suggested four step 
processes to their operators. Step1 is to isolate the fault section using switches or CBs. Step 2 
is to isolate black-out distribution line or transformers. Step 3 is to restore CBs one by one. 
The system uses radial operation and load transfer is allowed up to 90% of capacity of each 
transformer. 
Bretas and Phadke (2003) proposed restoration scheme which composed of several Island 
Restoration Schemes(IRS). Each IRS is composed of two ANNs and a switching sequence 
program (SSP). The first ANN of each IRS is responsible for an island restoration load 
forecast. The input of this ANN will be a normalized vector composed of the pre-
disturbance load. The second ANN of each IRS is responsible for the determination of the 
final island configuration and the associated forecast restoration load pick up percentage 
that will generate a feasible operational condition. 
Hsu and Huang (1995) proposed ANN approach and pattern recognition method to provide 
a proper restoration plan in a very short period. They investigated service restoration 
following a fault on a distribution system within the service area of Taipei City District 
Office of Taiwan Power Company. In this paper, they concluded that the required Central 
Processing Unit (CPU) time using their method is much shorter than that required by the 
heuristic approach of reference. 
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Huang C.M (2003) addressed multi objective service restoration problem (SRP) with a fuzzy 
cause-effect network for minimizing a set of criteria, including the load not supplied and the 
number of switching operations. All of them are converted into a single objective function 
by giving relative weighting values for each criterion. 
Hsiao et al (2000) proposed a reconfiguration for service restoration in a distribution system 
using a combination of fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms. The objectives of the proposed 
reconfiguration methodology were to maximize the load restored in the system and 
minimize the switching operations for the reconfiguration. However, the methodology 
proposed in this work is only applicable to radial power system.  

3. Distribution automation system     

The system architecture for this research is divided into three parts as shown in Fig. 5. The 

first part involves investigation of SCADA equipment or HMI. PC is equipped with GUI 

that runs under the Microsoft Windows XP platform using InduSoft software. The GUI 

provides monitoring for service substation and customer service substation, real-time data, 

data trending, data archiving, display and recoding alarm messages, show communication 

status of the system and control execution. Systems operations personnel use this equipment 

to control and monitor the I/O remotely. 

Level 2 consists of I-7188EG embedded Ethernet. The control program is downloaded into 
the controller. The logic programming for service substation and customer service 
substation is almost identical. The logic programming is configured by using IsaGRAF 
software manufactured by ICPDAS. I-7188EG is responsible for communicating with the 
SCADA equipment using TCP/IP protocol. I-7188EG also acts as converter to link the 
SCADA equipment to the I-7044 module, I-7051 module and I-7042 module using RS485 
protocol. The controller also receives data from power analyzer by using RS-485 protocol. 
Controller I-7188EG can handle control functions without the PC in real time.  
Level 3 consists of I/O modules and three panels. The I/O modules are I-7044 module 

which is an 8 channel digital output and 4 channel digital input module, I-7051 which is a 16 

channel digital input and I-7042 which is a 13 channel digital output. I-7044 module receives 

signal from ELCB in the customer service substation panel. It then converts the signal into 

RS485 standard signal and transfers to RS485 network. This signal is received by I-7188EG 

controller. I-7044 module receives signal from the controller to trigger certain actions to the 

relays as output devices.  I-7051 and I-7042 are responsible to receive and send signals to 

I/O of service panel. Power analyzer is a power measurement metering device that displays 

volts, amps, watt, vars and etc. It sends data directly to the controllers to be displayed at the 

monitor. 

In actual practice, service substation panel is connected to more than one customer service 
substation panel. In this research, service substation panel is only connected to one customer 
service substation panel. Customer service substation panel is connected to the consumer 
panel. In this case, the consumer panel consists of lights as the control loads.  
 Fig. 6 shows a typical compact substation (PE) which is still use until today. This compact 
substation fabricated by Schneider Electric Industries (M) Sdn Bhd. PE is also referred as 
RMU. A 12KV, 630A, 20KVA RMU is supplying power supply to LV Feeder Panel. A three-
phase, 1000KVA, 11/0.433 kV transformer is used to step down 11kV to 433V before 
supplying to LVFP. 
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Fig. 5. System Architecture 

The outgoing supplies are protected by fuses which have to be replaced if fault occurs. In 

this research project, fuses have been replaced by CB which can be manually or 

automatically controlled for switching operation and are not frequently replaced which is 

shown in Fig. 7. The panel in Fig. 6 is using power factor meter, kilowatt hour meter and 

three ammeters to provide reading of power factor, kilowatt hour and three phase current 

values. Instead of using different types of meters to provide the reading, a single power 

analyzer is used in this research to provide the same reading and is able to send the data to 

the controller using modbus protocol. 
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Fig. 6. Substation Installed By Schneider  

5. HMI screen architecture 

In Fig.8, the user interface starts with login screen. The default user name is “Guest”. The 

user needs to login before being able to use the toolbar described in Fig.9. The current user 

name will be displayed at the top right of the screen. 

In Fig. 8, the control screen consists of main screen, customer service substation screen and 

service substation screen. These screens give flexibility on the operation personnel and also 

to assign authorization so that only the authorized personnel are being able to view the 

screen. The control screen can be divided into three sections which are the footer, header 

and body section. This is shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 7. Schematic Diagram of Service Substation  

 

 

Fig. 8. Screen Architecture 

The header section consists of toolbar, date and time display. Basically the toolbar provides 

navigation buttons to open other screens and also to exit the whole application. On the left 

side, the date and time display that provides the current date and time. The traffic light 

symbol on the top right indicates that the interface is communicating with the controller. 
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Fig. 9. Log on Dialog Box 

The body section consists of symbols of I/O, control button, communication status, values 

of voltages and currents. 

The footer section consists of alarm display screen that is located at the bottom of the main 

screen. Besides that the alarm display button is selected for filtering the alarm. Selection 

field is used to filter alarm messages by the selection text which is defined by the user. 

Priority field is used to filter alarm messages based on priority level. Total alarms will 

indicate the total alarm displayed. By pressing “Ack Top” button, the alarm on top of the 

alarm list will be acknowledged. Operation personnel can acknowledge all alarms by 

pressing on “Ack All”. All the alarms displayed will be printed out once the print button is 

pressed. Operation personnel can press the “beep” button to disable the alarm’s sound. 

Fig. 10 shows the main screen of the SCADA Distribution Automation System. Main screen 

displays both panels which are service substation panel and customer service substation 

panel.  

The symbols shown in Fig.10 are changed to red color to indicate false status and green 

color to indicate true status. The header part of the main screen consists of alarm screen, 

event screen, graph screen and table screen. Fig.11 shows the alarm screen. History alarms 

display alarm messages from the history database while online alarms display current alarm 

messages. 
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Fig. 10. The Main Screen 

 

Fig. 11. Alarm Screen 
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Some tags are configured to the alarm parameters such as priority, selection, message, type 

and limit. Priority is to indicate the priority within the alarm group. Tags with a higher 

priority must have a higher priority value. Selection is used to filter in the alarm summary 

objects. The message part of the alarm screen is used to message the associated alarm that 

will be displayed on the Alarm/Event Control object. The type refers to the type of alarm 

such as Hi, Lo, HiHi and LoLo. Limit is the limit value associated to the alarm.  

Event screen displays the list of event triggered by the operation personnel. For example, 

the event of pressing the reset button will be captured and displayed in event screen. 

Operation personnel can set specific date of event to be displayed or clicked on “today” 

button to display event that happened today. Fig.12 shows the event screen. 
  

 

Fig. 12. Event Screen 

The graph will provide on-line data of voltage and current from the power analyzer. Cursor 

button located at the top of the graph can be dragged to know the value along a certain 

position of the graph. X-axis and Y-axis can be adjusted to the user preferences. A combo 

box on the left side of the graph is used to change the property of X-axis and Y-axis.  Start 

Date, Start Time and duration are used to set the X-axis. Fig.13 describes the trending screen 

for the customer service substation panel to display voltage values.  

By clicking on the “Show Tabular” button, screen shown in Fig.14 will be displayed. The 
voltage reading displayed in the table shown in Fig.14 is captured from the voltage graph in 
Fig.13. “Reload” button is to reload the voltage reading from the voltage graph into the 
table. 
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Fig. 13. Voltage Graph for Customer Service Substation Panel 

 

Fig. 14. Voltage Data Table for Customer Service Substation Panel 
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User dialog box is to create new user, delete user, block and unblock user. Fig.15 shows the 

user dialog box. When “New User/Delete User” button is pressed, the screen shown in 

Fig.16 will be displayed. User can be blocked from accessing the application by clicking on 

“Block User” button. “Unblock User” button will undo the block user action. User can be 

removed by clicking on “Remove User”. “User Access” is to set which screens that are 

allowed to be accessed under certain user group. Fig.21 illustrates the user access dialog 

box. 

 

 

Fig. 15. User Dialog Box 

 

 

Fig. 16. User Account Dialog Box 

“New” button is used to create new user and a dialog box as shown in Fig. 19 will be 

displayed. “Delete” button is to delete user. A confirmation message box will be displayed 

to confirm the deleted action. “Setting” button is to change the password of the selected user 

as shown in Fig. 20. User can also be blocked by checking the check box which indicates that 

this “user is blocked”.   
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Fig. 19. New User Account Dialog Box 

 

Fig. 20. Setting Dialog Box 

 

Fig. 21. User Access Dialog Box 
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6. HMI screen architecture     

6.1 System operation and experimental 

The system can be set to manual mode or automatic mode. The two operations which are 

the Operation Without Fault and Operation With Fault are described below. 

6.2 Operation Without Fault 

After success login to the system, control screen to be displayed is chosen from the toolbar. 

An example is shown in Fig.21, when “Serv SS” button is pressed, the service substation 

screen will be displayed. Currently all outputs are in healthy conditions. The 

communication status shows no communication error with the modules as well as the 

power analyzer. Fig.22 shows the values of counters during normal conditions. Loads will 

be turned in sequence and ‘count_L_cur_c’ will be increased by one.  

 

 

Fig. 21. Healthy Condition at the Service Substation Panel 

6.3 Operation With Fault 

If fault occurs, the ELCB will detect the fault condition and terminate all supplies to  

the zones. The outputs are the zones consisting of loads. In Fig.23 main MCCB, MCBs and 

the outputs are turned off. Alarms will be triggered and displayed at the bottom of the 

screen. 
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Fig. 22. Counters for OLUC and OLDC 

 

 
 

Fig. 23. Unhealthy Condition at the Service Substation Panel 
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Fig. 24. Fault has occurred at Load 2 

If the system is operated under automatic mode, the controller will automatically reset the 
ELCB using a delay timer and the power input will be turned on again. OLUC will execute 
where each load will be turned on in sequence starting from main MCCB or load 0. Trip will 
occur once the faulty load is turned on and the ‘count_L_cur_sv’ indicates this faulty load 
which is described in Fig.24.  
 

 

Fig. 25. Fault Point has been Isolated 

The ELCB is reset and electricity power supply is supply to the system. OLUC will be 
executed once again and will turn on main MCCB and Zone1. However Zone2, Zone3 and 
zone4 are still remained off. Then the OLDC will be executed. The OLDC will turn on Zone 
3 and Zone 4. Fig.26 shows Zone 2 which is the fault zone will remain off. 
In the alarm list, the blue color indicates that the output has changed to healthy status and 
the red color indicates that the output is still remained unhealthy. Once the fault points have 
been checked and repaired, the “Reset” button is pressed to reset the counter and the OLUC 
and OLDC will be executed again and at this time, zone 2 will be turned on. 
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Fig. 26. Fault Isolation at the Service Substation Panel 

7. Conclusion   

In this research project, a Customized SCADA based RTU for service substation and 
customer service substation is developed by using the open loop concept for the distribution 
networks. Currently, the SCADA system in the low distribution system implemented by 
TNB only focuses on alarm monitoring. SSO has to operate the control functions at the HMI 
side. The operator needs to analyze the situation and to make appropriate actions.  
In this research, a Customized SCADA is built to provide automatic fault isolation for low 

distribution system. The objective of the research is to provide an HMI for SCADA that is 

capable to build interfaces with I/O devices and fault isolation method. The contribution of 

this research includes developing a complete fault isolation algorithm based on an open 

loop distribution system. Service Substation Panel, Customer Service Substation Panel and 

Customer Panel have been built to validate the proposed methodology.  In this chapter, the 

proposed methodology is summarized with the experimental results and conclusion based 

on the results is also highlighted.  

The HMI is capable to communicate with the I/O devices. An HMI for SCADA is developed 
in this research by using an embedded Ethernet controller as the converter to communicate 
with the I/O devices. In addition to the automation, the controller retrieves the data from 
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the power analyzer. The SCADA software used in this research is propriety software shared 
by the same protocol with the embedded Ethernet controller which makes the 
communication possible by using modbus TCP protocol. The HMI can be monitored at 
different sites as the controller equipped with TCP/IP features. Whenever the system 
detects fault, an alarm message will be displayed at the HMI side to acknowledge the 
operator. The status of communication between the controller, digital I/O modules, power 
analyzer with the HMI helps to acknowledge the operator if there is a communication 
breakdown. This feature improves the reliability of the SCADA system in sending or 
receiving data from the devices. 
Based on the experimental results, the system correctly locates the fault point, isolates the 
fault point and reenergizes the un-faulted loads. However, during the fault isolation 
operation, the system has to detect the fault point by simply switching on the fault load. 
After the system acknowledges the fault point, the appropriate switching functions are 
executed. The developed system has a potential in reducing the outage time while 
comparing to the manual operation by the technicians and engineers.  
The SCADA system provides GUI, alarm system, data logging and report management 
facilities for the operator to interact with the equipment in the service substation and the 
customer service substation. The usage of RTU allows for future expansion. New 
technologies such as GSM and satellite communication are becoming available and will 
allow for new low cost automation system solutions. 

8. Future research  

This research project is a step towards developing customized DAS for LV distribution 
system and much more work lies ahead in evaluating new DAS technology and in 
developing new DAS applications. However, the outcome of this research as first effort has 
been very encouraging and bringing beneficial to the DAS research development in the 
future.  
a. Using web based application as GUI supported by IP-based computer networks and 

internet connectivity as communication network to remote sites. 
b. Improving the data communication system for distribution automation such as Global 

System for Mobile (GSM), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and Wireless in 
Local Loop (WLL), Distribution Line Carrier Communication (DLCC) and Radio 
Communication. 
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